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[57] ABSTRACT 
Substantially triangular shaped register marks are ap 
plied to respective plate cylinders of a multicolor print 
ing machine. Each register mark is made up of a ?rst 
side extending laterally of axial direction of a plate 
cylinder and a second inclined side extending down 
wardly to an end of the ?rst side. Rotation of register 
marks is detected by a photoelectric detector and a 
rotary encoder rotating in synchronism with respective 
plate cylinders generates a reference pulse and a rota 
tion pulse having a shorter period than the reference 
pulse. Based on the reference pulse, the rotation pulse 
and an output of the photoelectric detector, a leading 
edge time difference signal and a trailing edge time 
difference signal are formed and then integrated by 
integrators. In response to outputs of the integrators the 
peripheral direction and the lateral direction of the 
respective plate cylinders are adjusted. According to 
this invention in spite of contamination of register marks 
they can be detected accurately, and irrespective of 
peculiar rotation of a printing machine stable and, accu 
rate adjustment of the register can be made before com 
mencing printing operation. ' 

13 Claims, 10 Drawing Figures 
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UNIT-TO-UNIT REGISTER ADJUSTING 
APPARATUS OF MULTICOLOR PRINTING 

MACHINE 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

This invention relates to a unit-to-unit register adjust 
ing apparatus of a multicolor printing machine wherein 
a registration error between various colors is detected 
before starting printing operations for automatically 
correcting the registration error. 

In a multicolor printing machine, in order to cause 
imprints on ‘a sheet of paper by printing plates of differ 
ent colors to perfectly register with each other, a regis 
ter adjustment is necessary. Heretofore register marks 
are printed for respective colors and a misalignment of 
the register marks is observed by an operator, or the 
states of printed images of respective colors are ob 
served to judge misregister. To have an accurate regis 
ter, a substantial amount of test printing is necessary, 
which requires a considerable waster of paper, a long 
time spent on register adjustment, and a substantially 
skilled operator. 
According to Japanese Patent Publication No. 

25062/ 1980 entitled “Register Adjusting Apparatus”, 
V-shaped register marks are formed on plates of respec 
tive colors, and the register marks are detected by pho 
toelectric apparatus for determining the relative posi 
tions of the marks when the printing machine is oper 
ated, thus adjusting the register before starting the 
printing operation. With this apparatus, however, due 
to irregular rotation inherent to a printing machine, 
electric noise and other external factors, accurate and 
stable register adjustment can not be obtained. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

Accordingly, it is an object of the present invention 
to provide an improved unit-to-unit register adjusting 
apparatus for a multicolor printing machine capable of 
detecting register errors of respective colors and auto 
matically correcting the register errors before com 
mencing a printing operation. 
According to the present invention, there is provided 

unit-to~unit register adjusting apparatus of a multicolor 
printing machine including a plurality of plate cylin 
ders. The apparatus includes, substantially triangularly 
shaped register marks applied to respective plate cylin 
ders, each register mark having a first side extending 
laterally of axial direction of a plate cylinder and a 
second inclined side extending downwardly to an end 
of the ?rst side. A register mark detector is provided 
including a projector for projecting light on the register 
mark and a light receiver for receiving light re?ected 
by the register marks. A rotary encoder rotates in syn 
chronism with respective plate cylinders for generating 
a reference pulse and a rotation pulse having a period 
shorter than that of the reference pulse. An input unit is 
provided including gain control means for controlling 
an output of the register mark detector to have a de? 
nite peak value. Means are provided for differentiating 
an output of the gain control means for producing a 
leading edge pulse signal and a trailing edge pulse signal 
corresponding to leading and trailing edges of the out 
put of the gain control means. Time difference detecting 
means respond to time differences between the leading 
edge pulse signal and the rotation pulse and between the 
trailing edge pulse signal and the rotation pulse for 
generating a leading edge time difference signal and a 
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2 
trailing edge time difference signal. Integrating means 
are provided for the time difference detecting means for 
independently integrating the leading edge time differ 
ence signal and the trailing edge time difference signal. 
Finally, the apparatus includes means responsive to an 
output of the integrating means corresponding to the 
leading edge time difference signal for adjusting phases 
of rspective plate cylinders in the peripheral direction, 
and means responsive to an output of the integrating 
means corresponding to the trailing edge time differ 
ence signal for adjusting lateral positions of respective 
plate cylinders. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWING 

In the accompanying drawings: 
FIG. 1 is a side view diagrammatically showing a 

multicolor printing machine; 
FIG. 2 is a diagrammatic side view showing the rela 

tion between a plate cylinder, a light projector and a 
light receiver; ‘ 
FIG. 3 shows the detail of a register mark, the light 

projector and the light receiver; 
FIG. 4 is a block diagram showing the entire con 

struction of the register adjusting apparatus embodying 
the invention; 
FIG. 5 is a block diagram showing the input unit of 

the register adjusting apparatus; 
FIG. 6 is a block diagram showing a reference signal 

generator thereof; 
FIG. 7 is a connection diagram showing the time 

difference detectors; 
FIG. 8 is a connection diagram showing one of the 

integrators thereof; 
FIGS. 9a to 91' are timing charts showing waveforms. 

of various circuit elements shown in FIGS. 4, 5 and 6; 
and 
FIGS. 10a to 101' show waveforms of signals gener 

ated by a reference signal generator, Schmitt trigger 
circuits and ADD gate circuits shown in FIG.‘ 7. 

DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED 
EMBODIMENT 

In the multicolor printing machine shown in FIG. 1, 
a sheet of paper 2 supplied from paper‘ feeding device 1 
is ?rst inserted into a nip between a blanket cylinder 30 
and an impression cylinder 4a among a plurality of 
blanket cylinders 3a to 3d and impression cylinders 4a 
to 4d provided for respective colors, then successively 
passed through the nips between blanket cylinders 3b to 
3d and impression cylinders 4b to 4d via transfer cylin 
ders 5a to Sc, and ?nally discharged from a discharge 
roller 6. Plate cylinders 7a to 7d respectively mounted 
with printing plates for respective colors are urged 
against respective blanket cylinders 30 to 3d. Printing 
inks supplied to the printing plates of respective plate 
cylinders 7a to 7d through inking/roller groups 8 are 
transferred to blanket cylinders 3a to 3d and then 
printed onto the printing paper for effecting multicolor 
printing. - . 

Respective plate cylinders 7a to 7d are provided with 
electric motors M1,, to M14 for adjusting their phases in 
the peripheral or circumferential directions and electric 
motors M2,, to Mgd for adjusting their positions in the 
lateral or axial directions. Such circumferential and 
axial position adjusting mechanisms are disclosed in 
US. Pat. Nos. 2,775,935 and 4,006,685. As will be de 
scribed later in more detail, light projector and re?ected 
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light receivers 9a to 9d are disposed to face respective 
plate cylinders 7a to 7d and a rotary encoder RE is 
directly coupled to a transfer cylinder 5c rotating in 
synchronism with respective plate cylinders 7a to 7d. 
The rotary encoder RE is of the well known type. For 
example, it comprises a rotary disc provided with coded 
perforations and a light projector and a light receiver 
disposed on the opposite sides of the rotary disc, or a 
rotary disc magnetically recorded with codes which are 
read with a magnetic head. Alternatively, the encoder 
may comprise a combination of a well known pulse 
generator and a decoder. 
FIG. 2 shows the relationship between a plate cylin 

der 7, and alight projector and receiver 9. As shown, a 
triangularly shaped register mark 22 is formed at a pc 
ripheral margin of a printing plate 21 mounted on the 
plate cylinder 7. The register mark 22 has a horizontal 
bottom side 22a and an inclined side 22b. The light 
projector and receiver 9 is mounted on a stationary 
member, the frame of the printing machine, for exam 
ple, to face the register mark 22. 
FIG. 3 shows the detail of the register mark 22 and 

the light projector and receiver 9. Thus, a light beam 
from a light source 32 is projected through a lens 31 
upon a substantially central portion of the register mark 
22 which rotates in the direction of an arrow 220 to 
gether with the plate cylinder 7. The quantity of re 
?ected light which varies as the register mark 22 ro 
tates, is measured and converted into an electric signal 
by a light receiving element 33 in the form of a photoe 
lectric tube. After being ampli?ed by an amplifier 34, 
the electric signal is outputted as a detector output. 
FIG. 4 is a block diagram showing the entire electric 

circuit. As shown in FIG. 1, a single rotary encoder RE 
is provided in common for all of the plate cylinders 
while other elements are provided for respective color 
printing cylinders 7a to 7d. The detail of an input unit 
IND shown in FIG. 4 is shown in FIG. 5, while that of 
a reference signal generator FSG is shown in FIGS. 6 
and 7. The detail of an integrators INT1 and INT; are 
shown in FIG. 8. 
The waveforms at various portions shown in FIGS. 

4, 5 and 6 are shown by the timing charts shown in 
FIGS. 9 and 10. The rotary encoder RE produces a 
reference pulse a1 shown in FIG. 9a, once per revolu 
tion, and a rotation pulse b1 shown in FIG. 9b, synchro 
nous with the reference pulse but having a shorter per 
iod. In this example the rotation pulse is generated 1,000 
times per revolution. 
The detected output 01 shown in FIG. 90, produced 

by the light projecting and receiving sensor 9 is sent to 
the input unit IND and ampli?ed by a pulse ampli?er 
PA incuding a variable gain ampli?er PA1 and a differ 
entiating circuit PA; which differentiates the leading 
and trailing edges of the detected output to produce a 
differentiated pulse d1 shown in FIG. 9d. The reference 
signal is derived out through a gate circuit GC1, en 
abled by gate pulses e1 and e;, shown in FIGS. 921 and 
9e;, to form an extracted pulse f 1 shown in FIG. 9f. The 
waveform of the extracted pulse is shaped and detected 
by a waveform shaper WF. The extracted pulse shaped 
waveform f is separated into a leading edge pulse g1, 
shown in FIG. 9g1, and a trailing edge pulse g;, shown 
in FIG. 9g;, by gate circuits GC; and GC3 respectively, 
enabled by pulses shown in FIGS. 9e] and 9e;. 
The crest or peak value of the extracted pulse f 

shown in FIG. 9f is applied to the pulse ampli?er PA 
via a gain control circuit GCT to control the gain of the 
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4 
pulse ampli?er PA such that the extracted pulse shown 
in FIG. 9f will have a de?nite crest or peak value. Ac 
cordingly, the detected output shown in FIG. 90 is 
differentiated only when its crest value becomes con 
stant. Consequently, the differentiated pulse shown in 
FIG. 9a’ can be produced from the sharply rising lead 
ing and relatively slowly falling trailing edges of the 
detected output shown in FIG. 90 at accurate timings, 
with the result that the differentiated pulses shown in 
FIG. 9d having nonuniform crest values are converted 
into the extracted pulses shown in FIG. 9f having the 
same crest or peak values as a result of the automatic 
gain control. 
As shown in FIG. 6, the reference signal generator 

FSG includes a counter CT which is reset by the refer 
ence pulse a (shown in FIG. 9a) from the rotary en 
coder RE and counts the number of rotation pulses b 
shown in FIG. 9b. The output of the counter CT is 
decoded by a decoder DEC to drive pulse generators 
PG1 and PG; in the form of multivibrators or the like 
for producing gate pulses C1 and C; shown in FIGS. 
9e1 and 9e;, and reference timing pulses shown in FIGS. 
9h1 and 9h; based on the reference pulse a shown in 
FIG. 9a. In this example, reference timing pulses h1 and 
h;, shown in FIGS. 9h1 and 9h;, are generated in accor 
dance with nth and (n+m)th rotation pulses b starting 
from the reference pulse a. Furthermore, gate pulses e1 
and e;, are generated in accordance with the (n—l1)th 
and (n+m-—l2)th rotation pulses b. 
Due to the actions of the gate pulses el and e;, pulses 

of only the necessary timings are extracted and the 
leading edge pulse g1 and the trailing edge pulse g; with 
noise components removed are separately applied to 
time error difference detectors TED1 and TED; and 
converted into a leading edge time difference signal i1 
and a trailing edge time difference signal i;, shown in 
FIGS. 91] and 9i;, and having pulse widths correspond 
ing to the time differences between the reference timing 
pulses b1 and h; from the reference signal generator 
FSG. These time difference signals are applied to inte 
grators INT1 and INT; shown in FIG. 8. 
Each of the time difference detectors TED1 and 

TED; is constituted by a ?ip-?op circuit and a logic 
gate circuit. The time difference detectors TED], 
TED; produce the leading edge signals i1 and trailing 
edge time difference signal i; and have positive or nega 
tive polarities determined by the time relation of the 
leading edge pulse g1 and trailing edge pulse g; relative 
to the reference timing pulses hi and h;. The detail of 
the time difference detectors TED1 and TED; will be 
described with reference to FIG. 7. These detectors 
include two Schmitt trigger circuits T14 and T1.;, and 
two AND gate circuits AGl and AGZ. When the input 
IND and the reference signal generator FSG send out 
outputs g1 and g; shown in FIG. 10a and outputs b1 and 
h; shown in FIG. 10b, the Schmitt trigger circuit TH 
changes its state when the outputs hi and h; exceed a 
predetermined threshold level to produce output signals 
shown in FIGS. 10c and 10d at its output terminals Q1 
and Q]. In the same manner, the Schmitt trigger circuit 
T1-; changes its state when the outputs g1 and g2 exceed 
a predetermined threshold level for producing output 
signals shown in FIGS. 10c and 10f at its output termi 
nals Q; and Q;. Consequently, the AND gate circuit 
AGl produces a positive output i1-1, shown in FIG. 10h, 
when the Q1 output of the Schmitt trigger circuit T].[ 
and the Q; output of the Schmitt trigger circuit T1.; are 
at a high level and the output e1, shown by FIG. 10g, of 
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the reference signal generator FSG is also at a high 
level. In the same manner, the AND gate circuit AG2 
produces a negative output shown in FIG. 10i when the 
Q output of the Schmitt trigger circuit T14 and the Q2 
output of the Schrnitt trigger circuit T14 are at a high 
level and the output e2 (shown in FIG. 101') of the refer 
ence signal generator FSG is also at a high level. ‘The 
waveforms shown in FIGS. 10h and 101' correspond to 
those shown in FIGS. 9i] and 912;. 
The time difference signals (shown in FIGS. 911 and 

9i2) repeatedly produced in accordance with the rota 
tion of the printing plate 7 are respectively applied to 
differential integrators INT1 and INT; shown in FIG. 8 
and then supplied to capacitors C1 and C2 through resis 
tors Rland R2, depending upon their polarities, tolbe 
integrated. The time difference signals are also 
smoothed by an integrator made up of an operational 
ampli?er OP, a capacitor ‘C3, and a resistor R3 and and 
outputted as an output signal corresponding to the lead 
ing and trailing ‘edgetime difference signal shown in 
FIGS. 91] and 9i2.' ' ' ' , 

Across two input terminals of the operational ampli 
?er OP is applied a bias voltage from a source Veg 
through registers _R4,_ R5 “and R6 and a potentiometer 
resistor RV,'so'th'a't4i_tis possible to’ make zero the output 
by the adjustment of the potentiometer resistor RV and 
to ?nely adjust the relation among the leading and trail 
ing edges of the output c and the time difference signals 
i1 and i2. ‘ ‘ 

The outputs k1 and kg of the integrators INT] and 
INT; are interrupted in accordance with a three phase 
AC input voltage and have'polaritie's depending upon 
the polarity of the input. The outputs R1 and k; are 
applied to motors M1 and M2 through output terminals 
OTD1‘ and ‘QTDZ respectively. Consequently, the mo 
tors M1 and M2 rotate according to the voltages and 
polarities at the output terminals OTDland OTDZ for 
performing phase adjustment in the peripheral direction 
and the position adjustment in the lateral direction of 
the printing plate 7. ' ' 
As can be noted from FIGS. 2, 3 and 9, the leading 

edge of the detected output ‘(shown in FIG. 9c) varies 
with time according to the rotational phase of the plate 
7. As a consequence, the time of generating the leading 
edge signal 91 varies so that the pulse width, of the lead 
ing edge time difference signal i1 varies followed by the 
variation in the output voltage of the integrator INT1. 
Thus, the motor M1 is controlled in a direction of de 
creasing such variation to automatically effect the regis 
ter adjustment in the circumferential direction. The 
control is stopped when the leading edge‘ time differ 
ence signal shown in FIG. 9i is not generated. 
The register adjustment in the lateral direction is 

made similarly according to the leading edge of the 
detected output shown in FIG.‘ 9a and the control is 
terminated when the trailing edge time difference signal 
shown in FIG. 9c is not generated. 
As above described, by adjusting the potentiometer 

register RV shown in FIG. 8, an optimum state can be 
set manually. ' ' r 

The output terminals‘ OTD1 and OTDZ may be consti 
tuted by comparators, pulse generators‘ thyristors or 
relays. ' ' 

The con?guration of the register mark 22 may be of 
any desired shape so long as it comprises a bottom side 
22a and an inclined side 22b. Further, various circuit 
elements can be suitably modi?ed so long as they can 
perform as desired. 
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6 
As above described, according to this invention, since 

the input unit has an automatic gain performance, pulse 
signals accurately corresponding the leading and-‘trail 
ing edges of the detected output can be obtained irre 
spective of the contamination of - the register mark. 
Moreover since an integrator is ‘connected between the 
detector and the input unit, a register adjustment can be 
made stably at a high accuracy before commencing the 
printing operation irrespectiv of a peculiar rotation 
characteristic of a printing mail-line so that the inven 
tion is applicable to color printing machines of various 
types. a . 

What is claimed is: s \ _ 

1. ‘A unit-to-unit register adjusting apparatus of a 
multicolor printing machine including a pluralityfof 
plate cylinders, said apparatus comprising: , v 

a single substantially triangularly shaped register 
mark applied to respective plate cylinders, each 
register mark having a ?rst side extending laterally 
of axial direction of a plate cylinder‘ and a second 
inclined side extending downwardly to an end of 
said ?rst side; , 7' ' ‘' 
register mark detector including a projector for 
projecting light on said register mark and a light 
receiver for receiving light reflected by said regis 
ter mark such that said register mark detector gen 
erates an output signal'including an output pulse 
corresponding to the alignment of said register 
mark detector-with said register mark as said‘ plate 

- cylinder rotates; ‘ ' 

arotary encoder rotating in synchronism ‘with re 
spective plate cylinders for generating a reference 
signal having a reference pulse and a rotation signal 
having a rotation pulse, said rotation pulse having a 
period shorter than that of said reference pulse; 

an input unit comprising gain control means for con 
trolling said output pulse of said register mark de 
te'ctor to have a predetermined "peak value, and 
signalprocessing means for differentiating'an out 
put of said gain control means for producing a 

. differentiated signal having a leading edge pulse 
and a trailing edge pulse corresponding to leading 
and trailing edges of the output of said gain control 
Vmeans, respectively; . '. ‘ 

timedifference detecting means responsive totime 
differences between said‘ leadingsedgepulse and 
said rotation pulse and between said trailing edge 
pulse and said rotation pulse for generating a lead 
ing. edge time difference signal and, a trailingedge 
time difference signal;_ 7 Yr‘ _ . _ _ 

integrating means provided for said time difference 
detecting means for independently integrating said 
leading edge time difference signal to generate a 
leading edge integrated ‘signal and said’ trailing 
edge time difference/signal to generate edge inte 

grated signal; > ‘ ?rst adjusting‘ means responsive to said leading'edge 

integrated signal for adjusting ‘the relative.v phase 
' angles of respective plate cylinders the periph; 
eral direction; and _ , " I, “ " 

, second adjusting means responsive ‘to said {trailing 
edge integrated signal for ‘adjusting lateral posi 
tions of respective plate cylinders. ‘ ' ' i " ‘ " 

2. The unit-to-unit register adjusting apparatus of 
claim 1 wherein there are one thousand ‘of said'rotat‘ion 
pulses for each of said reference pulses; “ ' 

3. The unit-to-unit register adjusting'appa'r'at'us of 
claim 1 wherein said register mark detector comprises: 
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a lens; second time difference detecting means responsive to 
a light projector means projecting a direct beam of said trailing edge signal and said rotation signal for 

light through said lens at said plate cylinder such generating said trailing edge time difference signal. 
that said plate cylinder rotates, said direct beam of 9. The unit-to-unit register adjusting apparatus of 
light periodically encountering said register mark, 5 claim 1 wherein said time difference detecting means 
said direct beam of light further reflecting from comprises two Schmitt triggers and two AND gates. 
said plate cylinder in the form of a re?ected beam 10. The unit-to-unit register adjusting apparatus of 
of light; and claim 1 further comprising a reference signal generator 

photoelectric means receiving said re?ected beam of interposed said input unit and said time difference de 
light and generating said output signal in response 10 teedng means, Said reference Signal generator compris 
to the intensity of said re?ected beam of light and ing! 
said output pulse in response to said re?ected beam a counter responsive to said rotation signal and said 
of light re?ecting off of said register mark. reference signal for counting said rotation pulses; 

4. The unit-to-unit register adjusting apparatus of and 
claim 1 wherein a signal rotary encoder is provided for 15 a Pulse generator responsive to the Output of Said 
each of said plate cylinders and further comprising a Counter to Produce gate Signals having gate Pulses 
plurality of said register mark detectors, gain control and reference timing Signals having reference tim 
means, time difference detecting means, integrating ing Pulses, eaeh_ gedemted after predetermined 
means, signal processing means, ?rst adjusting means, 20 numbers Pf fetaddn slgnals haye Peed edunted 
and second adjusting means, each corresponding to one 11- The umt‘to'umt Teglstel' adJustlng apparatus of 
of said plate cy1inders_ claim 1 wherein said integrating means further com 

5. The unit-to-unit register adjusting apparatus of Prlsesi _ _ p‘ . 

claim 1 wherein said input unit further comprises: an Operatlonal ampll?er havmg two Input? and Wife 
a variable gain ampli?er responsive to said output 25 outRuts» one of Sald lnputs bemg respdnslYe t_° Sald 

signal of said register mark detector and amplifying leadmg edge Pulse al'ld member of 531d Inputs 
said output signal to produce an ampli?ed output bemg respdnslve to Sald tralllng edge Pulse; 

a resistor interconnected in series between said output 
and one of said inputs; 

30 a ?rst capacitor interconnected in parallel with said 
resistor; and _ 

variable bias voltage means between said inputs, said 
variable bias voltage means permitting ?ne adjust 
ment therebetween. 

12. A method for providing unit-to-unit adjusting of a 
plate cylinder for a multicolor printing machine includ 
ing a plurality of plate cylinders, said method compris 
ing the steps of: 

disposing a single substantially triangularly shaped 
40 register mark on each of said plate cylinder, said 

register mark having a ?rst side extending laterally 
of an axial direction of said plate cylinder and a 
second inclined side extending downwardly to an 
end of said ?rst side; 

45 projecting a beam of light on said plate cylinder such 
that said beam of light periodically encounters said 
register mark and further such that said beam of 

signal; 
a differentiating circuit responsive to said ampli?ed 

output signal from said variable gain ampli?er and 
differentiating said ampli?ed output signal to pro 
duce said differentiated signal; 

a ?rst gate circuit responsive to said differentiated 
signal and said rotation signal to form an extracted 
signal having an extracted pulse; and 35 

a gain control circuit responsive to said extracted 
signal to apply the peak value of said extracted 
pulse to said variable gain ampli?er to control the 
gain of said variable gain ampli?er and limit the 
peak value of said output pulse to a predetermined 
level, such that said output signal is differentiated 
only when its peak value becomes constant to pro 
duce an accurate differentiated signal. 

6. The unit-to-unit register adjusting apparatus of 
claim 5 wherein said input unit further comprises: 

a waveform shaper responsive to said extracted signal 
to generate a leading edge signal having a leading light is reflected therefrom in a re?ected beam of 
edge pulse corresponding to said leading edge light; 
pulse of sand dlfferemlated slgnal afld furthef to 50 receiving said reflected beam of light and generating 
generate a trallmg edg? Slgnal hfwmg 'f‘ trallmg in response thereto an output signal including an 
edge Pulse correspondmg to Said leadmg edge output pulse corresponding to the detection of said 
pulse of said differentiated signal. register mark; 

7- The unit'to'unit register adjusting apparatus of generating a reference signal having a reference pulse 
claim 1 wherein said input unit further comprises means 55 and a rotation Signal having a rotation pulse, said 
responsive to Said differentiated Signal for generating a rotation pulse having a period shorter than that of 
leading edge signal having a leading edge pulse corre- said reference pulse; 
Sponding to Said leading edge Pulse of Said differend' limiting said output pulse to a predetermined peak 
ated signal and further for generating a trailing edge value; 
Signal having 3 t1" ailing edge Pulse Corresponding to said 60 generating a differentiated signal in response to said 
trailing edge pulse of said differentiated signal. Output signal, said differentiated signal having a 

8. The unit-to-unit register adjusting apparatus of leading edge pulse and a trailing edge pulse corre 
claim 7 wherein said time difference detecting means sponding to the leading and trailing edges of said 
comprises: output pulse and, accordingly, corresponding to 

?rst time difference detecting means responsive to 65 the detection of said ?rst and said second sides of 
said leading edge signal and said rotation signal for said triangularly shaped register mark; 
generating said leading edge time difference signal; generating a leading edge differentiated signal in 
and response to the time difference between said lead 
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generating a trailing edge integrated signal corre in ed e ulse of said differentiated si nal and said 
g g p g y sponding to the integration of said trailing edge 

rotation pulse of said rotation signal; differentiated‘ signal; 
generating a trailing edge differential signal in re- adjusting the relative phase angles of the said plate 

5 cylinder in the peripheral direction thereof in re~ sponse to the time difference between said trailing 
sonsetos'dl d' .d ‘t t‘d' l; d ‘edge pulse of said trailing edge signal and said p m ea mg e ge m 6gra e slgna an adjusting the lateral position of said plate cylinders in 

rotating pulse of said rotating signal; response to said trailing edge integrated signal. 
13. The method of claim 12 further comprising the 

generating a leading edge integrated signal corre- _ , _ , , , , _ 
_ _ _ _ _ 10 step of amplifying said output slgnal prior to said lnnit 

spending to the mtegratron of said leading edge ing Step. 
differentiated signal; ' * * * * * 
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